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GROUP  TEST  RESULTS:  INTERPRETATION  AND
ARRANGEMENT  FOR  PROGRAM  EVALUATION
Leslie I. Brezak
INTRODUCTION
 Anyone  who  can  read,  add,  subtract,  multiply  and  divide can  make  use  of  this study,  Its
main  purpose is to  provide enough  information so  that the reader  in general, and  teachers
in particular can  understand  and  use  group  test results,  and  is designed to further lead one
into the process  of  program  evaluation.
  In addition,  this paper has value  beyond its main  stated  purpeses. It provides other
informatien that one  usually  would  have  to search  through  many  other  sources  to find. This
information includes:
1 ) a description of  Criterion Referenced Basic Skills Tests and  Group Achievement Tests;
2) definitions of  various  types of scores  and  statistical  concepts;  and
3) samples  of  the computational  steps  to be followed to arrive  at  means,  medians  and
   percentiles.
  The mere  word  
tttesting"
 often  frightens' teachers as it somewhat  implies statistical
manipulations  and  other  rigorous  concepts  that are  thought to be complex  and  time
consuming.  The  same  word,  C'testing",  usually  terrifies students,  fearful of  the dire
consequences  of failure or exposure  to the unknown.
  It is the auther's  hope that this study  will  help to allay  some  of  the fears teachers have
about  testing and  as  a  result,  aid  students  by providing  better tests for them  to take,
                      UNDERSTANDING  TESTS
 Why  are  tests administered?
 Tests are  administered  to fill a  need  for data. Most  schools  embarked  on  various
educational  programs  require  that testing take place to j.udge the effects  of  such  programs,
Many  of  the programs require  evaluation  oi  their content  and  worth.  In order  te judge a
program's  werth,  measurements  must  be taken.  These  measurements,  in many  cases  can
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best be taken by a  testing prograrn. Moreover, testing  programs  can  provide much  needed
information. Test results  can  demonstrate the students'  improvement in their achievernent
of  learning oals. Also, some  tests can  be used  to compare  a school's  results against  other
schoels  on  both a  citywide  and  a  natienwide  basis.
  What  subjects  are  usually  tested?
  Presently, throughout the Western world,  especially  in the United States, there is a
strong  thrust  in the  area  of  what  is called  Basic Skills. All schools  seem  concerned  with
Reading and  Mathematics especially  in the areas  of pre-school through  high school. These
two  subjects  appear  to be the focus of  cencern  across  all grade  levels.
  What  kinds of  tests are  administered?
  In the field of education,  tests are  administered  to measure  learning, The  level of student
learning is measured  to see  if students  are  ready  for the next  learning task. Different kinds
of  tests are  used  for this purpose. The  two  we  will  consider  here most  often  used  to
measure  learning are  the Basic Skills Test  and  the Group Achievement  Test,
  The  Basic Skills Test (Criterion-Referenced)
 One  of the simplest  tests related  to Reading  is a  Spelling Test  (see Fig. 1). At  the
Elementary School level for example,  by using  a  pfe-test at  the beginning of  the week  a
teacher  can  test the students'  knowledge  of  ten words  ending  in 
ttat".
 Suppose that the
teacher finds that the student$  cannot  spell  any  of  the words  correctly.  During  the week,
the words  ending  in t`at"  can  be taught to the students.  At the end  of  the week,  by testing
them  on  the  same  words  again,  the  teacher  measures  the  learning of  each  student  against
the criterion  (measure) of  being able  to spell ten simple  words  ending  in Ctat".
Basic Skil]s
Spelling Test
1) cat2)
 bat3
 ) fat4)
 hat5)
 mat
6) pat7
 ) rat8
 ) sat9
 ) tat10)
 vat
  Fig, 1 Examples  of  the Two  Test Types
Group Achievement
Spelling Test
1) cat2)
 bat3)
 bake
4) lamb
5) whose
6) where
7) tongue
8) length
9) occurrence
10) misspell
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                                         .
 The  Group Achievement Test
 Group Achievement Tests try to measure  learning over  a  large arnount  of  material,
Because so  much  learning is being covered  by the Group Achievement Spelling Test for
example,  only  a few words  of  differing difficulty can  be included to measure  different levels
of  Spelling skills (see Fig. 1). This limit on  the number  of words  to be used  causes
test-rnakers to use  only  small  samples  of  all the words  they would  like students  to spell,
  The  test-makers would  like to be confident  that the  words  spelled  are  those that separate
poorer spellers from better spellers.  To  be sure  of  this, before the test is officially
published, the  test-makers  administer  the  test to theusands of  students  at  different grade
levels to see  how  well  they spell the sample  words.  The  scores  of  all these students  are  put
into tables of numbers  called  Norms. When  you  wish  to know  how  well,  by companson,  a
student  has done on  a  Spelling Achievement  Test you  look up  that student's  score  in a
Table of  Norms.
  How  do the two  test types compare?
  Test results  from Basic Skills Tests are  very  likely to be different from results  for Group
Achievement Tests. In reality  this finding is theroughly expected  and  predictable, These
differences, and  the reasons  for them  become clearer  when  Item Analysis is performed.
  Item Analyses for the Two  Test Types
  This type of  examination  can  be done for both Basic Skill Criterion Referenced  Tests
and  Group Achievement Tests. The  results  for each  question  on  the test are  examined.
Then  the number  of  students  who  cerrectly  answered  each  question, or  the percentage
correct  for the students  is listed, For example,  let us  assume  the following test results:
Basic Skills Group Achlevement
Spelling Test  Spelling Test
Words  Correct Words  Cor,rect
Words  M %  Words  M. %
 1 18 90 1 18 90
 2 18 90 2 18 90
 3 18 90 3 16 80
 4 18 90 4 14 70
 5 18 90 5 12 60
 6 18 90 6 10 50
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7 18
8 18
9 18
10 18
 Fig. 2 Results
909090
90of
 the  Two  Test Types
78910   8
  6
  2,2
40301010
  Using our  Spelling Test example,  we  see  that 90%  of  all the students  who  took  the Basic
Skills Test spelled  all of  the words  ending  in t"at"  correctly.  For the Achievement Test,
90%  of  the students  spelled  Stcat"  and  t'bat"  correctly,  but only  10%  spelled  t'misspell"  and
t!occurrence"
 correctly.  These are  different types of  results  that are  expected  for these  two
very  different types  of tests.
  Dees  this mean  that the students  who  teok the Basic Skills Test were  better spellers  than
those who  took  the Achievement Test?
  No! The  two  tests are  not  of  equal  difficulty, We  don't know  how  students  who  correctly
spelled  90%  of one  syllable  words  ending  in 'tat"  would  do with  words  like {:occurrence"
and  `'misspell".  We  cannot  really  compare  the two  tests unless  the same  students  have
taken  the same  tests.
  While  both tests deal with  Spelling, the Basic Skills Test deals with  a very  limited group
of  spelling  words;  those of  one  syllable  ending  in t{at",  The  Achievement Test  deals with
a wide  range  of  spelling  ability:  one  syllable  words  ending  in 'iat",  words  with  silent  "b's"
and  
t'e's",
 the 
ttwh"
 combination,  and  some  words  that are  frequently misspelled.
  Despite its limitations, the Basic Ski]ls Spelling Test does have  some  usefulmess,  It can
tell us  what  percentage of  our  students  taking  the test know  how to spell words  ending  in
Ctat".
 However, if we  wanted  to know  whether  our  students  were  truly good  spellers,  for a
wide  range  of  words,  we  would  have to use  a  Group Achievement  Test. Then  we  could
compare  our  students'  scores, as a group, with  those listed in the Norm  tables provided by
the test publisher, The students'  scores  in the Norm  tables represent  large numbers  of
students  living in various  places, Therefore, after  making  the comparison,  we  would
know  how  our  students  compare  to other  students  on  a  nationwide  basis,
  What  should  a  test possess?
  Whichever type  of  test one  chooses,  to be useful  it must  be both reliable  and  valid.  There
are  two  types of  validity  that are  important for test interpretation, These are  Content
Validity and  Predictive Validity,
-
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 Content Validity
 Content validity  means  that the test covers  the subjects  it is supposed  to deal with,  For
example,  if an  Arithmetic Test did not  have questions  dealing with  Fractions, it could  not
be totally content  valid  for the  entire  area  of  Arithmetic,
  Predictive Validity
  Predictive validity  means  that a  student  who  earns  a  certain  score  on  one  test is
expected,  more  or  less to earn  a  similar  score  on  another  test. If one  thinks back to the
Basic Skills Spelling Test, it can  be seen  that a  test limited to one  syllable  words  ending
in ttat"  cannot  have much  predictive validity. That test only  deals with  the lowest level
skills  a  student  might  have learned, The  Basi¢  Skills Test tells us  very  little about  the wide
rarige  of skills a  student  has learned.
  On  the other  hand, the  Group Achievement Test had examples  of  words  ranging  from
very  simple  te rather  difficult. Again one  can  see  that this test is much  more  likely to
indicate what  a  student  will  be able  to do in future educational  experiences,  Therefore, it
will have  much  more  predictive validity  than  the Basic Skills Test begause it does a  better
job of  examining  a  wide  range  of student  skills.
  Reliability
  Reliability means  that the  test results  for a  student  who  is retested  soon  after  the first
testing will  be, more  or less, the same,  We  would  not  want  our  testing measure  to change
while  it was  being used.  Changes would  confuse  the meaning  of the results,
                 UNDERSTANDING  SCORE  RESULTS
  How  are  the scores  reported?
  There are  many  ways  to report  scores.  Some of  the most  common  ways  will be
 considered  here.
  Raw  Scores
  The  basis of  all scores  is the raw  score. It is so  named  because it has not  been changed
 in any  way.  A  raw  score  is simply  the mark  a student  has earned  on  a  test. Fer example,
 if one  could  spell  seven  out  of  ten  words  correctly  on  an  examination  then the raw  score
 for that student  would  be seven.
   Percent
   There  are  other  ways  to look at score  results.  For instance, seven  correct  out  of ten is
 equal  to seventy  percent (70%). Percent is a  way  to describe student  scores  based on  the
 number  one  hundred.
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  Percent is a very  helpful concept  because  it allows  us  te compare  tests of  different
lengths. Suppose that during one  week  a ten word  spel]ing  test was  given on  which  a
student  scored  six  out  of  ten correct,  Then, the  next  week,  a  fgur word  spelling  test was
given on  which  the student  spelled  three  words  correctly.
  We  are  able  to compare  the results  for these tests although  they were  of  different
lengths. To  explain  this, the first week's  test score  of  six  out  of  ten equals  sixty  percent
(60%). The  second  week's  test score  of three out  of  four equals  seventy-five  percent(75%).
From  this we  can  see  that the student's  spelling  mark  improved from the first o the second
test.
  These  two types of scores  described are  used  for Tests of  Basic Skills, For  Group
Achievement Tests, the raw  scores  are  compared  with  tables of  scores  representing  all the
students  who  took  the  Achievement  Test<the Norm  group).
  Percentiles
  The  tables for the Achievetnent Tests contain  percentiles, stanines  and  grade
equivalents.  Percentiles are  related  to percent correct.  They  describe the percentage of
students  who  were  originally  tested (the Norm  group) that scored  below a certain  scere.
  For example,  suppose  that the twenty  students  who  took  the Spelling Achievement Test
shown  in Fig. 1 scored  in the following way:  one  student  had all ten words  spelled  correctly,
two  students  spelled  nine  words  correctly,  two  had eight  spelled  correctly,  five had seven
spelled  correctly,  two  had six spelled  correctly,  two  had five spelled  correctly,  one  had four
spelled  correctly,  five had  three spelled  correctly,  none  had  only  two  spelled  correctly,  none
had on]y  one  word  spelled  correctly,  and  none  had all ten words  misspelled.
  The  score  of  these  twenty  students  can  be handled more  easi]y  if we  Iist hem  in order.
One  way  to do this is to list he total number  of  possible correct  answers,  In this case,  there
are  eleven  possible  correct  answers  ranging  upwards  from zero  to ten. We  putthese  in the
first column.
Possible Number  of  Collection 
'
 Percentiles
Raw  Students Column
Score Per Sc6re
----------------------------d--------------p--------------------i---F--
10 1 20
9 2 19
8 2 17
7Median  5Mode  15 50th
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 6Mean  2 10
 5 2 8
4 1 6 25th
3 5Mode  5
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Total=: 20
Fig, 3 Computing Percentiles
  Next, we  make  a  column  for the number  of  students  who  spelled  each  possible number
of  spelling  words  correctly,  Because there were  twenty  students,  this celumn  must  total
twenty.
  For  our  third column,  we  add  together the number  of  students  who  earned  each  possible
raw  score  (number of  words  correct).  We  start our  column  from the lowest possible score,
For  example,  there were  no  students  who  had  zero,  one  or  two  words  spelled  correctly,  For
that reason,  the rows  for zero  words  correct, and  for one  word  correct  and  for two  words
correct  are  maked  with  zeroes.  Fer three words  spel]ed  correctly,  these were  five students
in that row.  For four words  correct,  there  was  one  student  in the  row,  We  add  the number
of  students  for three words  correct(5)  to those with  four words  correct(1)  and  that result
is six  (6) for the Collection Column. When  all the students  who  took the test have had their
scores  added  together in this way,  the nurnber  at  the top of  the Collection Column  must  be
twenty(twenty being the total number  of students  who  took the Spelling Achievement
Test),
  Now  that  the scores  have been put into a table, they can  be used  more  easily  to discuss
percentiles. For example,  we  can  find the score  below which  fifty per cent  of  the student
scores  are  found. This  point  is called  the fiftieth percentile. By  loeking at  the  Collection
Column, we  can  see  that ten students  (50% ef  al] twenty  students)  had scores  that fell
below seven  words  correct. Therefore, the raw  score  of  seven  is at  the 50th percentile.
  To  find the twenty-fifth percentile (the score  below which  25%  of  the student  scores  are
found), you  can  see  that  the scores  of  five students  fell below  the score  of  four words  spelled
correctly,  Because  five students  are  twenty-five percent  of  our  total of twenty  who  took  the
test, a raw  score  of  four correct  is found to be at  the  25th percentile.
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 Stanines
 The tables for Achievement Test scores  also contain  Stanines and  Grade Equivalents,
Stanines are  another  form of  percentiles. They  divide all the 99 percentiles into nine  equal
parts. The  first stanine  begins at the first percentile, while  the last stanine  ends  at  the 99th
percentile.
  Grade Equivalents
  Grade equivalent  scores  are  more  complex  than percentiles and  stanines.  For this
explanation,  suppose  a  fourth grade  elementary  student  earns  a  grade  equivalent  score  of
sixth  grade  nine  months(6.9)  on  a  Group Achievement Test for fourth graders. This only
rneans  that the student  had the same  raw  score  as  someone  in the norm  group  who  was  mne
months  into the sixth  grade when  that same  test was  taken. It does not  mean  that the
fourth grader scoring  6,9 could  function on  the sixth  grade using  sixth  grade materials,
  How  can  the scores  of  groups be described?
  In trying  to  describe many  scores,  for example,  to tell how  well  all 20 students  who  took
the Spelling Achievement performed, it is not  helpful to state  each  individual score.  There
are  ways  to summarize  many  sceres.  This  leads us  to a  discussion of  the Mode,  Mean  and
Median.
  The  Mode
  The  Mode  is the most  frequent score.  It is the score  that the greatest rtumber  of students
earned.  Semetimes this score  describes the  entire  group  being examined,  However  there
are  times, when  it does not  accomplish  this. In the  case  ef  our  group  of  twenty  students(see
Fig. 3), there  were  two  modes,  One mode  was  found at  the score  of  three words  spelled
correctly,  the other  found at  the scorb  of  three words  spelled  cofrectly.  Because there are
two  modes  we  rnust  find another  way  to summarize  the scores  of our  twenty  students,
  The  Mean
  In addition  to searching  for a  mode,  an  average  or  mean  score  can  be computed.  All that
is needed  is to add  together the raw  scores  earned  by all the students  on  the Spelling Test
and  divide that total by twenty,  the total number  of students  who  took  the test. For  our
Spelling Test, all the student  scores  totaled 120, which  when  divided by 20, results  in a
average  or  mean  of  6. Therefore, six was  the mean  Spelling score  for the class. This tells
us  that the students'  average  was  to spell  more  than half of  the words  correctly.
  The  Median
  Another way  to describe a  group  of  scores  is to use  the median.  The  median  or  50th
percentile is the  point below which  50%  of  the students'  scores  are  found, That means  that
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half of  all the  students'  scores  will  be below  the median.  If we  look at  our  Computing
Percentiles Table, we  see  that ten students,  or  half of our  group of  twenty  scored  below a
raw  score  of  seven.  Therefore, seven  is the rnedian  for the group,
  How  can  the mean  and  median  be used  together?
  Any  average  er  mean  we  compute  can  be strongly  affected  by very  high or very  low
scores. The median  will  not  be affected  in this way.  If the median  and  mean  are  close
together the test can  be said  to be measuring  students  well.  For our  twenty  students,  with
a  mean  of  6 and  a  median  of  7, our  tests can  be said  to be measuring  well,
  If in addition,  both the mean  and  the median  are  found in the center  of  the range  of  all
possible scores  (from zero  words  correct  to ten words  correct), then the test appears  to
have  a good  spread  of  difficulty for wide  ranges  of student  ability.  Therefore, our  Spelling
Group Achievement Test appears  to be a  goed  measuring  device.
    ARRANGING  THE  RESULTS  FOR  PROGRAM  EVALUTION
  What  information should  be listed?
  The  following information should  be included: title, gracle level, subject  area,  subtest
readings,  name  of  test, edition  ef  test, form of  test, date students  were  tested, number  of
students  who  were  tested, and  the  types  of  summary  statistics  used  to describe the group's ,
achievement.
  As  an  outcome  of the earlier  discussion, it is suggested  that  the percentile score  be used
for the Program  Evaluation data tables for the following reasons:  stanines  represent  too
broad of a range  to be of  value,  grade equivalent  scores  are  too confusing  to be interpreted
meaningfully,  and  raw  sceres  are  net  related  to nationwide  norms,  but only  to test items,
  What  kind of  data tables should  be developed?
  There should  be separate  date tables for each  ]evel of  the school  system:  elementary,
middle  or  junior high school,  high school,  junior college  or  university.  Also for each
separate  subject  area,  different tables  should  be developed. For a  school  system  with  three
levels, testing both Reading and  Mathematics,  there would  be six  different tables at a
  --MMIMUM.
  However, six  tables are  enly  a minimum,  The  more  that one  varies  the ways  that data
are  presented, the greater are  the chances  of pinpointing areas  of weakness.  Therefore, it
is suggested  that four main  categories  of  tab]es be developed. These include: data for the
present year,  data for last year  and  the  present year, data for each  grade over  the past five
years, and  data for a  class  followed from kindergarten threugh  twelfth grade  or  higher.
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  What  can  test scores  indicate?
  When  tables for the present year's functioning of  all the grades at  each  school  level are
developed, an  examination  of  subtest  scores  can  pinpoint areas  of need  for each  grade. Any
discrepancy between the grades may  be ,readily observed,  Once this has been achieved,
probable reasons  for any  differences can  be investigated and  improvements can  be planned.
  When  last year's student  functioning is compared  to the present year's for each  grade,
differences in group  percentile  scores  can  be noted.Differences  in subtest  scores  may  be
indicative of  a  need  for instructional improvement or  the positive effects  of  already
imp]emented program  changes.
  When  each  grade is compared  over  a  five year period, trgnds may  be established  and
clarified.  Therefore, observers  may  discern whether  the scores  are  related  to differences in
student  ability  or  instruction,
  When  scores  for a  class  are  maintained  from kindergarten through grade  twelve and
higher, all interpretations will  be much  more  powerful. The  class  will have had many
measurements  in many  areas.  Those who  study  the test results  would  even  be able  to
predict  the functioning of  that class  on  future tests to be administered,
  This predictability of  student  functioning becornes quite important when  a  school  is
considering  exchanging  a new  test for an  outdated  one.  If it is established  that  the  new
form is more  difficult than the one  used  previously, then negative  and  inappropriate
interpretations regarding  teaching methods  and  curricula  can  be avoided.
  Hewever, there is an  even  more  important  reason  for following the scores  of  one  class
over  the years. This reason  is related  to the differences in functioning between school
levels. For  example,  suppose  all previous elementary  level group  scores  for a  class  were  at
the 90th percentile, After a  year  in the middle  schoel,  these same  students  now  scored  at
the 60th percentile, This discrepancy in functioning might  be attributable  to many  factors.
However,  because it is known  that this particular class  is composed  of high achievers,  we
would  loek to the structure  and  instruction of the middle  school  for the answer,  We  would
not  attribute  the reason  to testing differences or  ability  differences because of  the strong
data  trend  already  developed.
  When  are  more  tables required?
  Because there  are  a  minimum  of  three school  levels, two  subject  areas  and  four
categories  of  tables we  now  have at  least twgnty  four types  of  tables. However, if there is
more  than  one  school  on  a  level, still another  type of  table is called  for. This table is used
te compare  and  contrast  the functioning of students  in a  particular grade with  their
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  counterparts  in another  school  as well  as  the overall  average  for that grade.
                                SUMMARY
    In keeping  with  the author's  message  in the Introduction, the reader  should  now  be able
  to differentiate between Basic Skills Tests and  Group Achievement Tests. Also, one  should
  be able  to understand  the concepts  of  validity  and  reliability and  be able  to apply  them.
  With regard  to statistics, the reader  should  be able  to understand  the meaning  of  different
  types  of  scores.  Moreover,  an  understanding  of  the measures  of  group  functioning
  (mean, median}  and  the methods  for computing  them  should  be evident.
    These  means  and  medians,  when  inserted in data table of  the types  suggested,  provide
  powerful  tools in the process of  program  evaluation.  All that remains  then is the task of
  analyzing  the data.
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